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3-hour killing spree from CST to Chowpatty
ByDevraj Dasgupta, TNN | Nov 28, 2008, 02.23 AM IST

MUMBAI: Scores of unsuspecting passengers waiting to catch outstation trains at the iconic
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (CST) became sitting ducks during a bloody shootout involving terrorists
on Wednesday night. The heritage structure became riddled with bullets and grenade craters after two
terrorists ran amok, killing at least 47 people and critically injuring more than 56 inside one of India's
busiest railway stations.
By the time the two were finished, they had killed at least nine more people between CST and Girgaum
Chowpatty, where police finally shot dead one of them and arrested the other. The mayhem began at
about 9.50pm at CST and ended close to 1am on Thursday at Chowpatty.
Despite being heavily guarded, a one-sided bloodbath ensued inside CST. The terrorists barged into the
station firing at will with sophisticated machine guns. While the Railway Protection Force and
Government Railway Police could not subdue the duo, there was a silver lining of sorts: the ClosedCircuit Television Cameras (CCTVs) installed after the 7/11 train blasts captured the entire shootout. Railway and other officials now have clear footage
of the incident for their investigations.
The mood at CST on Thursday was sombre as commuters came to grips with this new type of terror that had come down to the streets. They clicked
pictures of bullet holes all over the station with mobile phones.
A coffee-stall vendor, who had been present on Wednesday night, said, "The men entered from the GPO side and reached the main waiting hall for
long-distance trains near platform 13. After that, it was mayhem as they sprayed bullets indiscriminately,'' he said.
Another eyewitness said that one of the terrorists hurled a grenade right into the middle of the waiting hall, leaving scores dead or badly injured. "Most
passengers sitting in the waiting hall could not even move to safety, it was so sudden,'' he said. Railway officials confirmed that two grenades were
hurled, of which one detonated and the other was recovered before it exploded.
J N Lal, divisional railway manager (DRM), Central Railway, Mumbai, rushed from Badhwar Park rail colony to his office minutes after the firing
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started. "The gunmen were running in different directions every minute. The two terrorists came guns blazing from outside the station itself,'' he said.
After wreaking havoc in the outstation area, the terrorists crossed over to the suburban platforms after 10.30pm.
Lal was candid to admit that more than 100 cops, comprising Railway Police Force (RPF) as well as state Government Railway Police (GRP), were no
match for the terrorists. "They were wielding AK-47s while our cops were facing them with self-loaded rifles (SLRs). Our men fired 40 rounds in
retaliation, it's not as if they did not try their best,'' he said. Lal claimed that RPF personnel shot one of the terrorists in the leg.
CR officials said GRP inspector Shashank Shinde and an RPF officer, M L Choudhary, were killed in the shootout. Two more railway staffers, a ticketing
official and a sweeper, were also caught in the mindless killing.
CR was quick to restart trains after stalling operations from 10pm to 2am. The first train left CST for Kasar at 4.05am Thursday. Both suburban and
mail/express trains ran smoothly on Thursday morning.
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